Across
1. two outs at once in baseball (6, 4)
3. kick the ball to a teammate (4)
5. individual vs. __________ sports (4)
7. jazz, hip hop, and ballet are all types of this (5)
11. too far ahead of the play (7)
12. a noisy type of dance (3)
15. the person who can stop and start the game (7)
17. in volleyball, you spike the ball over this (3)
18. the name for an ice cleaning machine (7)
19. a forward roll (10)
20. the period is over when you hear this (6)
21. swimmers wear this (8)

Down
2. another word for finals (8)
4. keep this so you don’t fall over (7)
6. stick, glove, bat, and helmet are all examples of this (9)
7. run with the soccer ball at your feet (7)
8. create a bouncing routine on this (10)
9. basketball and volleyball are played on this (5)
10. the person who tracks points (11)
13. the area in front of the goal in hockey and lacrosse (6)
14. you wear this when you play team sports (7)
16. do this in a canoe or kayak (6)
19. fun jumping activity with a rope (8)
22. opposite of lose (3)
Across
1 two outs at once in baseball (6, 4)
3 kick the ball to a teammate (4)
5 individual vs. _________ sports (4)
7 jazz, hip hop, and ballet are all types of this (5)
11 too far ahead of the play (7)
12 a noisy type of dance (3)
15 the person who can stop and start the game (7)
17 in volleyball, you spike the ball over this (3)
18 the name for an ice cleaning machine (7)
19 a forward roll (10)
20 the period is over when you hear this (6)
21 swimmers wear this (8)

Down
2 another word for finals (8)
4 keep this so you don’t fall over (7)
6 stick, glove, bat, and helmet are all examples of this (9)
7 run with the soccer ball at your feet (7)
8 create a bouncing routine on this (10)
9 basketball and volleyball are played on this (5)
10 the person who tracks points (11)
13 the area in front of the goal in hockey and lacrosse (6)
14 you wear this when you play team sports (7)
16 do this in a canoe or kayak (6)
19 fun jumping activity with a rope (8)
22 opposite of lose (3)